Arthur Koestler 's observations about the similarities in the structures and behaviours of manufacturing environment, biological beings and social groups led to a new era in production design and control. However, the later research ignored the roots of the holonic idea. In this paper, we propose a new model which maps the structures and behaviours of biological cells onto the manufacturing environment, thereby turning back to Koestler. We describe the common organelles of biological cells and then provide corresponding manufacturing units based on a cell design being used in automotive industry. We claim that this model gives a more realistic, reconfigurable, scalable and reliable view of today's production systems. Furthermore, the availability of diverse biological structures offers a wide range of architectures applicable to different manufacturing environments.
Introduction
As a result of the changing market structure in the last decade, the manufacturing sector has come to a turning point. Decreasing lot sizes and increasing product varieties decreased the efficiency of current production control systems substantially. The dependence of the engineering/design departments to the shop floor level, the need for a more interconnected supply chain management and production management, and uncertainty and diversity in the demand structure gave birth to a need to replace the stagnant systems with more flexible, autonomous, reconfigurable and reliable solutions.
At the shop-floor level, the introduction of group technology (GT) attempted to fill these gaps through combining similar product and process types within cells specialized in these products and processes. GT increased the capability of handling reduced lot sizes and increased product variety, while simultaneously reducing "material handling, work-in-process inventory, setup time. and manufacturing lead time" [ 13, [2] .
Corresponding to these changes in the shop-floor level, the need to change the control structure of all manufacturing units was eminent. Holonic manufacturing as a field in production management came to scene in early 90s as a solution proposal to the changing structure of the manufacturing industry, promising an autonomous and cooperative control structure [3] .
The word 'holon' was first used by the philosopher Arthur Koestler [4] in order to define the structures of living organisms and social groups. He argued that none of the units belonging to a living structure is selfsupporting or non-interacting. All units are composed of subunits, and all are subunits of a parent unit. For this reason, Koestler chose the Greek word 'holos,' meaning whole, and the suffix 'on,' meaning part.
From the management, marketing and finance, to supply chain management (SCM) and production management, from items used in production and vehicles used for transport to the workers, all entities of a firm belong to a 'society.' These factors of industry represent an individual unit in a bigger 'society' which is trying to accomplish a predetermined goal by using all its resources optimally. For this reason holonic modelling is a very good candidate for describing the behaviours of Since the birth of this idea, there have been many researchers trying to model the factory of the future with holons. In the meantime, agent-oriented technology has proved to be a promising tool for mapping holonic structures into software units for application purposes [5] , [6] . Imagining the factory of the hture, researchers concentrated on developing models which attempted to build autonomous, interacting and communicating intelligent units, such as robots, to perform every task within the production environment. Each unit representing a cell or a machine in the factory should cooperate with the other units to achieve the common goals of the firm, should optimize his own behaviour, react and pro-act with respect to the knowledge and beliefs of himself.
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0-7803-8200-5/03/$17.00 02003 IEEE In building such an environment, the main obstacle is to determine the roles and the types of interactions these units have. As agent oriented technology (AOT) is a derivation of artificial intelligence, researchers in this field have preferred trying to model the behaviours of social groups and observed social behaviours to be the best candidates for use in modelling agent-oriented systems [7] , [SI. Less attention was given to the behaviours of biological structures. The roots of this preference lie in the idea that artificially intelligent robots should findamentally serve as the perfect proxies of human beings. However, none of the sciences working on the behaviours of mankind --from sociology to psychology and philosophy --has been able to construct a robust set of generally valid theories. At the time being, the behaviours of mankind are still nondeterministic to Despite AOT's grounds from social behavioural research, there has been nearly no research in this direction for holonic manufacturing systems (HMS Taking into consideration the complexity of mankind in terms of his goals, his obstacles and the ways he uses in order to reach his goals, we see it to be inefficient working on social behaviours for HMS. Instead we see the behaviours of biological beings as the best candidates to take as a model for holonic systems. Although no one can claim the optimality of the behaviours of mankind, no one has doubt about the perfection of the nature. Additionally, goal orientation in a manufacturing environment is away from being self interested and competitive; rather, it is an optimization of the whole system. It is sometimes to the benefit of the whole system when one of the cells stops working. As Bussmann says, "The agents must reason about the behaviour of the manufacturing system, but not about their own mental attitudes or that of other control units" [5] . What we need is a semi-autonomous set of units controlling the production.
Besides being semi-autonomous, biological cells offer many functions any control system may be in need of. Cells possess many desirable characteristics, such as scalability, reliability, agility, modularity, security, us.
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heterogeneity, interoperability, reconfigure-ability and many others. A careful observation of the cell structure and behaviour will lead to production environments nearer to optimum, constituting the autonomous f m s of the future. The ease of mapping cells onto manufacturing units increases the worth of this treasure substantially.
In this paper we propose a new model for HMS that mimics the behaviours of a cell with its general characteristics. We avoid giving details of both manufacturing and biological cell structures and behaviours, but instead try to open a door which we believe leads to a prolific set of control mechanisms satisfying the needs of the factory of the future. Details are left to a later study.
The paper is organized as follows: The second section begins with general descriptions of biological cells and a sample manufacturing cell from automotive industry. The third section is divided into three main topics, production management, inventory management and scratch management, regarding the functions within cells. We give summaries of the functions and structures of cell organelles and following each organelle, provide mappings of the given line design. Finally, we discuss the benefits of the introduced model and present future work. We advice the reader to use his imagination to construct the mappings of details of the cell behaviour onto manufacturing units as he reads, since not all details can be given.
Cells in biology and manufacturing
Cells are the structural units that make up all the living things. All cells possess specific characteristics required to accomplish their jobs in environments specific to them. All cells are specialized in an area, such as enzyme production, food storage transportation, and being the skin's bricks. Cells also have units responsible for the production of proteins. Only in the human body are there more than 200 types of cells. Some living things are composed of only one cell such as bacteria, cyanophytes and viruses. The first two are categorized in to the class of prokaryotes. They do not have many of the control mechanisms existing in a eukaryotic cell which makes up more complex living things.
Cells are composed of many smaller units having special jobs. As mentioned above prokaryotes do not have a nucleus and rarely have membrane bound organelles. Their DNA is a single circular DNA string contained in the cytoplasm. All kinds of cells except viruses have ribosomes used in the reproduction and protein synthesis. Human cells have the same genetic code, but not in all cells are all these codes active. For this reason, muscle cells are different from neurons. Such a richness of variety of the roles and the structures of the cells offer the possibility of finding a corresponding cell structure for most kind of production environments. As an example, for serial production lines, the use of neurons seems to be a good candidate but for transportation units, viruses are enough to satisfy the requirements.
Cells in manufacturing are specialized groups of machines and workers targeted at producing similar . A first check is made at that point on the cell. If the received products do not comply with the list in hand, than another from the buffer of this cell is taken and processed. The first machine makes coverage on the cylinder and checks it. If there is no defect, sends it to the second. Second machine is responsible for ABS brake systems. Not all the products go through this machine. It assembles the ABS sensors and checks them. If there is no defect, it sprays a little green colour on the cylinder and sends it to the third machine where the last assembly of the total brake system is completed. After these processes, a last check is made by a worker at the end of the line. If any of these processes go wrong and any kind of failure is detected, the relevant machine sends the item to the last worker. During its travel, this item is ignored by the other machines. Worker is responsible for determining the seriousness of the failure. If the failure can be corrected, he corrects it and puts it over the palettes for reprocessing. Otherwise the item goes to garbage as defective. After this point, the products without defects go to the buffer, packaged there and leave the cell to be picked up. This section is devoted to the introduction of the living factory model within three sub topics focusing on different functionalities. In order to keep the connection between manufacturing cells and living cells and to describe the mapping easily, we name the holons of the manufacturing environment with the names of cell organelles. For each function, we first describe the behaviour of an organelle and then introduce the corresponding holon by sticking to the line structure given in figure 2. We avoid giving details here, because most of the cell behaviour goes into programming details.
Instead we explain the roles of each holon correspondingly to show the similarities in structures. Because both biological and manufacturing cells are responsible for production, the similarities in structures imply also the similarities in behaviours.
Production Units
3.1.1 Nucleus. The nucleus is composed of many special units which are important in terms of understanding the care shown to security, modularity, reconfigurability and efficiency in the cell. We explain these units separately:
The outermost layer of the nucleus is composed of the nuclear envelope (NE). The main function of the NE is keeping the genetic material and the chemical reactions occurring in the nucleus away from the chemical reactions of cytoplasm, which damage the genetic codes and avoid the reactions needed for transcription and replication processes. Except for small molecules, passage through the barrier is strictly controlled in both directions. The passage occurs through special nuclear pores.
Nuclear pores are the main entrance doors plugged into the NE. These pores actualize the transportation between the cytoplasm of the cell and the nucleus. Diffusion is used for the transportation of small particles. However, for larger cells active transport is used. This is done only for specific materials carrying a kind of signal which is a special peptide sequence. Additionally, nuclear pores behave like turnstiles asking for detailed information about the destination of the material. There are about three to four thousand pores on the NE. During cell division, they disassemble themselves from the envelope, and assemble again after the completion of division. This gives the pores a plug-and-play capability. The nucleolus is the primary place where transcription process is realized. It has two regions, called 'pars fibrosa' and 'pars granulosa.' Pars fibrosa is composed of transcribed ribosomal RNA (rRNA). After the completion of transcription, rRNA is transported to pars granulosa and there linked to corresponding ribonucleoprotein particles forming the two parts of a ribosome (ribosomal subunits). These subunits exit from the nucleus apart and join to each other in the cytoplasm. A complete ribosome is not capable of re-entering the nucleus. This implies that all the production process carried out by the ribosomes must be realized out of the nucleus.
The decision mechanisms in a cell or among the cells involve many players. The lack of any substance like The existence of the genetic material (DNA) in the nucleus is its key distinguishing factor. When we regard DNA as pre-given, this point is the beginning of everything for living things. DNA is composed of genes coding required amino acids those are to be used in protein synthesis. Besides genes, DNA is composed of non-coding areas between genes, promoters identifying the structure of the gene and regulation sequences securing the continuation of interrupted processes.
DNA is used to produce RNA molecules, whose function is to realize production processes. There are three types of RNA, tRNA, mRNA and rRNA. These molecules are transcribed from DNA in the nucleus and given to the cytoplasm afterwards. The transcription process requires DNA, RNA polymerase (for each type of RNA different RNA polymerase is used), and some other factors like sigma factor. RNA polymerase has an &inity to bind with DNA. It searches for a promoter site of a DNA and binds itself to the promoter by the help of the sigma factor which keeps RNA polymerase attached to the DNA molecule. Transaction starts after this point. Transcribed tRNA and mRNA are given directly to the cytoplasm. As told above, rRNA goes on being processed in the nucleolus until the formation of ribosomal subunits. Afterwards it also is given to the cytoplasm. During translation subunits attach themselves to each other and most of the ribosomes bind to the endoplasmic reticulum (ER) for protein synthesis. ER is responsible for directing the production of ribosomes, quality control, and despatch of some proteins.
Translation is the actual synthesis of protein. It is divided into three steps. Initiation occurs when the small subunit of a ribosome (30s) binds to the starting code (AUG) over mRNA. Correspondingly a tRNA carrying methionine as the translation of AUG binds to the small subunit and gives methionine to the ribosome. Elongation starts when the bigger subunit binds to the smaller, forming complete ribosome (70s). Next code is read and the corresponding tRNA binds to the ribosome. Methionine and the next amino acid are bound to each other with peptide binding forming polypeptides. Afterwards the first tRNA leaves the ribosome giving its place to the second tRNA and the place of the second tRNA is occupied by the next tRNA carrying amino acid corresponding to the next code. The tissue holon has a nucleus holon, a golgi complex holon, a lysosome holon, and ail the other cells responsible for the production functioning as the ribosomes. In human body, these units correspond to the functioning of hormones which will not be mentioned here in order to keep the subject around only the cell behaviour. Cell holons have the same structure with the tissue holon, but their functions are at a lower level. As we proceed, we give corresponding units in the cells within parentheses.
Nucleus holon is the main platform for decisions about products (proteins, enzymes, lipids), plant design (ER and Ribosome attachment), machine installations (formation of ribosomes), and production initiations (transaction, translation). The coordination among the cells is also done via the nucleus because they carry the essential information (DNA in cells corresponding to product and process designs) about the products and their properties. The functions of a nucleus of a tissue holon and a cell holon are different and will be apparent later on.
In order to be able to communicate with a nucleus holon a message including the type of the message and a code like the peptide sequence of transported materials in biological cells are required. There are four candidates to initiate a communication with the nucleus of a tissue holon. Design department, purchase department, sales department and cells responsible for production. A new product design (attachment of a new DNA) or ending the production of a model requires a code from the management. Smaller design changes can be done with codes given by the design department. New orders required for production are given by negotiations with the purchase department. Sales department can order products. If an order is accepted, based on the relevant process design of the product, negotiations with the cells are started.
Design (DNA) of a product is composed of all the items and process information required for the production. Every operation and item used has a special name within the whole firm. Design is structured as a tree starting from the final product. As seen from figure 3, the imaginary final product 'complete brake system' stays at the top of the tree (promoter site). This node includes all the relevant information required for the production of the brake system (product name, product description, product relationID, required processes, required items, items order list, process order list...). If there is an order for this brake system from the tissue holon or any of the other cells, negotiations with candidate cells those can produce this brake system is started. When a cell accepts this job, it searches for the required items for the production firstly in the buffer of the cell. If the items are not available, the productions or purchase of these are stimulated by the cell. In figure 3 , first required item is the complete cylinder which is a final product of another cell. If this is not available in the cell, communications with cells that can produce complete cylinder are started.
The other items like A B S sensors are purchased from other firms. Orders of these items are made by communications with the purchase department. This way a pull structure similar to the KANBAN production systems is created. There are many advantages of this system. First of all, the product holon which is responsible for observing the completion of products does not exist in this system. So we introduce intelligent production lines instead of intelligent products. Product holons could have been useful in some sense in automotive or airplane sectors, but not in pharmaceuticals or food industry. Representation of millions of products in pharmaceuticals does not bring any use to the system. A claim can be made by defining lots of products instead of individual products, but the use of this is still questionable if a better control can be made without product holons. Determination of the product in food industry is also trivial in this term. Creation of agents representing product holons in a system where thousands of intermediate products are used during the whole production leads to inefficient use of hardware capacity. Additionally, KANBAN systems are more likely to achieve optimum JIT production and are more similar to cell behaviour. Here the need for buffer size minimisation and forecasting occurs. Precautionary actions should be taken by the buffer managers in order to avoid tardiness, and at the same time buffer sizes should be minimized to avoid additional inventory costs. Shen et. al [I21 proposes an approach for learning from the history and learning from the fbture in this term. This behaviour is where the agents should show up with their intelligent decision making capabilities. Given a design module from the design department, nucleolus holon within the nucleus holon is responsible for the determination of candidate cells those can produce the given product. This is done by using the product relationID. Offers are made to cells for this product, and cells start test-productions. The most successful cell is chosen and relevant machine, process and product information is sent to the cell from the nucleolus holon.
Initiation of a production is done after receiving a detailed order. With respect to the requirements of the order, a production pattern (mRNA) is determined and first negotiations are done with candidate cells.
Nucleus holon of the cells includes all the information about the products these cells can produce and the machines they own. They receive this information firstly from the parent nucleus holon. Afterwards the information is updated regularly. In case of a problem with the parent nucleus the production goes on without disruption. As they know all the information about sources of required processes and items, they are responsible for finding them in case of unavailability. When they receive a request for an item, they create a negotiation agent (tRNA) destined either to parent golgi holon which is responsible for keeping the information of all the items in the buffers or to cells known from history to produce these items. If a new cell is found, this is added to the candidate sources of the item. By this way, cells can reach all the other cells if they need an item, and in case parent golgi holon does not work, they can use their own knowledge about the sources.
Endoplasmic Reticulum Holon.
Endoplasmic reticulum holon (ERH) is the main place where all the production takes place. Machines (ribosomes) and transportation tools (ER itself) are located on ERH. For this reason ER is aware of what is going on in the cell and can make the decisions for new productions. It checks the throughput of the line, the situations of the machines and the products and communicates with nucleus, golgi holon and lysosome holon. Nucleus holon asks ERH if it can accept new orders or not. If so, ERH bids for the production. Golgi holons ask ERH for new order requests. Because ERH has an overlook to the whole production of the cell, it can decide whether or not to accept the order requests of golgi holons. If there are already other orders made in the same direction, or a breakdown occurs, the request is rejected. Additionally, ERH initiates and reschedules the production in case of a failure in one of the products. Depending on the situation of the product, it is either given to the lysosome for garbage, or resent to the line for reprocessing.
Ribosome Holons.
Ribosome holons are the machines used for productions. They are responsible for the realization of the production the best way. They determine defects on the products and choose the best combination of tools (like cutting tools) used in order to minimise production costs [13] . They keep in contact with ERH and prepare themselves to the scheduled products.
Inventory management: Golgi complex
Golgi complex is the final assembly and the inventory organelle of a cell. Proteins and enzymes produced by the ribosomes over ER or fieelv in the cvtodasm are then transported into the golgi complex by vesicles. Vesicles enter into the cis-face of the golgi where carbohydrate groups are attached and some subunits are assembled. Afterwards they are transferred to the trans-face where the packaging of the proteins into vacuoles in predetermined sizes and amounts is realized. Later they are moved through the cell membrane for secretion. The proteins transferred into golgi complex have a number of destinations. Some are destined to secretion, some for extra cellular matrix insertion and some essential proteins send back to the ER for inner usage. Besides these, some proteins like lysosomal proteins which may be harmful for the cell are sequestered and stored this way.
There are mainly two types of golgi holons within a cell. First type is responsible for the procurement of items required for the production. Second type is responsible for the output. They are buffers kept for the continuation of the production and responsible for minimisation of tardiness, inventory costs and rejected requests. They have forecasting and learning capabilities. They determine the need for the items and send a message to the ERH to order these items. Besides the ERH, they cooperate with the parent golgi holon to inform about current situation of their inventories and with nucleus holon to receive and send products.
Reprocessing and Scratch Management: Lysosomes
Lysosomes are the units responsible for dismantling and re-cycling of materials taken into the cell or life expired and impure materials of the cell. Resulting amino acids are given to the cell for later use. They also work for the protection of the cell against harmful bacteria or viruses. However a universally accepted theory for the functioning of the lysosomes still does not exist. Apparently there are many types of lysosomal systems within cells.
Lysosome holon is responsible for defects and the causes of these defects. Any kind of product which shows up with a defect goes through a lysosome holon. It keeps the statistics of the products and the machines causing problems. It notes the types of the failures and possible costs of these failures. Main goal is the minimisation of these defects. This is done mainly with the coordination of workers. Any machine causing more failures could be replaced or any product design causing problems can be changed. The statistics about the production quality are than given to ERH. ERH uses this knowledge for the bids it makes. Besides ERH, lysosome holon stores all the knowledge in parent lysosome holon and exchanges information to find cells where the same product is produced with a better quality. This information is later used for development proposals.
Conclusion
The nature has been the best teacher of the human beings since their existence in this world. Production of electricity by imitating photosynthesis of the plants, the design of airplanes imitating the whales, enemy detection system imitating the senses of pit viper snakes are only three of the examples from the nature. These ideas come from the fact that the nature is near to be perfect more than any other thing we know. Taking these facts into account, and going back to the observation of Koestler about the behaviours of living things and social groups, we tried to figure out living factory model which is the mapping of cellular behaviour in living things onto manufacturing environment. We claim that living factory model is in many aspects superior to other models proposed so far.
-Living factory model has a high scalability. As we have many examples from the nature, this model can be applied to all kinds of plants, small or big.
-It is highly reconfigurable. It combines the engineering/design department directly to the shop floor level. New products or layout changes require only central directions within nucleus holon.
-It is flexible. The ways to produce and find resources are not dependent to any central mechanism.
-It is autonomous. From past experience and initially given information, decisions are made within the cells autonomously by cooperating with other holons.
-It is intelligent. All the units of the plant have intelligence up to a degree optimizing their behaviours.
-It suits to the current production systems well.
-It is reliable because dependence is minimum among cells.
Nevertheless we have to remind that the model introduced in this paper is only a part of the living factory model. A more detailed description is out of the scope of this paper. In later studies, behaviours of all units will be given in more detail. Additionally, observations of all kinds of manufacturing environments and all kinds of cells have not been accomplished so far. There is a long way to reach this goal. Besides this, cell biology has not been able to explain many of the behaviours of the cells also. For these reasons, living factory model needs a high cooperation among biologists and engineers in the future. This point is the main thing differing living factory model from the bionic manufacturing model proposed by Okino. Modelons in bionic manufacturing are designed considering meta functionalities of the cells like supervisory enzymes. The basics of the model are DNA and the enzymes constituting the roots and the control mechanisms of the cells correspondingly. Model uses modelons for each unit in its formalism. In contrary to this, we think that existing manufacturing units should not have to adapt to models having a predefined formalism, but a best describing model from the set of cell types that are capable of imitating these units. Details of the structures of these cells show the way to optimally program these control mechanisms. So, details of the structures play a crucial role in living factory model. Additionally we disregard behaviours of cells in terms of reproduction, life and death which may be important factors in the future but are not applicable to the current systems presently.
Living factory model is being used in developing an eBusiness framework within the JIAC framework developed by the DAI Labor for agent technologies. The future work will be the optimization of the units of the model by observing cells with biologists and prepare a set of models for different manufacturing sectors. These models are going to be used in constructing libraries of the e-Business framework of JIAC.
